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Preface

Attention in this report will be focused on some outstanding tacts andimportant
lines concerning current and future work. The groundwork for a comprehensive

Sana's to be laid with a view to carrying it out later. It is beyond the scope.of
this reoo^t to provide a comprehensive view of work under way on solar energy
utili^o* in Sll African countries. All governments are to be increasingly
in tJUs matter- and rapid action is being taken on many fronts. Next, with a
to establishing a detailed inventory of all projects under W?^™*™!
nations, missions to all oountriee and detailed discussions with local and r
scientists and government officials should be planned for the near futur3o

The only source material for this study was the author's personal^information
most of which be gathered in May 1975, while participating in a UNDP mission to
most of the Sshclian countries.
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I. INTRODUCTION,., .-...,,-, -..<..-.

Solar energy incentrive.^ for Africa

1. Unlike the other continents cf the world, the land mass of Africa is largely

centred north and south of the equator and as a result is particularly favoured by

direct solar radiation all the year around. In most African countries, ccnventioocJ,

energy resources, like oil and coal,1 are scarce or unavailable; the hydroelectric

power potential is considerable but restricted to certain areas, most of them-in "■■ -

or near central Africa. . ■ : :- :

2. Governments are rapidly becoming aware that the use of"direct solar radiation

■ hbl:d:s: considerable promise for the future development of their countries. As a

major local energy resource, solar radiation offers greater independence" from foreign

energy supply; .and since the future economic development of all nations will - - -

undoubtedly be associated with an increasing demand for power, the utilisation of solai1'

energy has become'an objective of national 'importance in many countries. Solar energy "

is the more attractive as -it is- a clean source of power.

3- Past experience in other parts of the world has shown that the development of

a nation is always accompanied by a gradual increase in the consumption of power.

As a rule, the amount of power consumed by a nation is proportional to its Gross " '

National Product. Particular attention has to be paid in this respect to electric

power, which is of prime importance for any economic development. . „...„ .... . .'"' -...' ..'..."■•_:■

4» If the general objective of achieving rapid progress towards national development-

is to be attained, high priority must be given to rural development for the purpose • '

of avoiding an excessive concentration of people in urban districts. Therefore in- '

future development'efforts a great deal of .attention- should te focused on power

equipment in rural areas, some of which-will utilize' thermal power (water heaters,'

dryers, cookers and desalination and cooling facilities), but most of which will ■ ■" .

depend on mechnaical or electrical power (water pumping;, telecommunications, lighting, .::•■■

etc.). As energy development has to spin-off from demand, which is at present

both very low and widely1scattered as a result of the distribution of population --- i

over areas, it appears inconvenient to distribute power over long-distances because, of :

the obviouc problem of transporting and the excessive cost of electric power transmission.

5. Instead of establishing national power networks from central power stations"" -

to all villages, an attractive alternative to be'considered is the local production

of electric power either at a community level' or through the establishment of

independent power sources for newly installed1equipment, such as water pumps.

6. Because solar radiation is available in-sufficient quantities everywhere, it

can be harnessed locally to meet the thermal or electric power needs of small towns,

villages or other demand centres.

7- It should be noted that "first generation" solar converters are already

available. Considerable effort is now being expended on the development of other

converters conceived for use on a larger scale (up to one megawatt of power), and

these might be available in 2 or 3 years.
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8. The African countries are already deeply involved in this great international

effort to develop solar energy. They should be prepared to t.ike additional steps

immediately to promote the large-scale utilization of solar energy for the benefit

of their people and the progress of their economies.

II. SOLAR ENERGY RESOURCES

9« Solar energy is available everywhere on the African continent in abundant .

quantities. The maximum amount of radiation energy in the world is found in upper

Egypt; there,every square metre of horizontal surface is subject to about 2,500

kilowatt-hours a year.

10. The minimum amount of solar radiation is found from about latitude 8 north to latitude
8° south. ■ In the United Republic of Cameroon and Gabon, for instance no more than

1,200 kWh per square metre a year has been measured. However, even in the most

unfavourable location,the available solar energy.is more than 1,000 times as high . .

as the amount needed. For example,in-the United Republic of Cameroon the total

power consumption (electric, thermal, passenger transport, etc..) was 4.4 x 10° kWh .
in 1971. In terms of solar energy, this corresponds to an area of 4 km2,

11. In Egypt, where consumption is considerably higher, a 35-km2 area captures solar

energy equivalent to the current total energy consumption of the country.

Currently available data • . ■ . - .

12. -. Long-term routine solar radiation measurement has been a function mainly of

national weather services. Most of the information from these weather agencies is

supplied to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) which has assigned the task,

of collecting and publishing the results to^ the Main Geophysical Observatory in

Leningrad. WMO has also made the Leningrad Observatory the WMO World Radiation

Centre. As a result, in current practice most information on solar radiation in

any country can be obtained from this Centre and its routine publications. . .

13. As concerns solar radiation in Africa, results from the following countries.-

and territories can be obtained through the publications of the WMO Centre in _

Leningrad. . •.'

Algeria 4 stations ■ ,

Burundi 1 station

Chad ; 1 station ■ ■ .

Egypt 3: stations

Ethiopia 1 station

Ghana : 7 stations

Kenya 14 stations

Malawi 1 station . "

Morocco 1 station

Mozambique ■ 1 station

Namibia ■ 2 stations

Nigeria ■ - 4 stations ...

Senegal 1 station ■ .

South Africa 12 stations

Southern Rhodesia 8 stations
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-■ Tffe Sudan 9 etations

Tunisia 2 stations
Uganda n stations

The United Republic of Tanzania 14 stations

Zaire 2 stations

14. Regional Radiation Centres exist in Khartoum (the Sudan),Kinshasa (Zaire),
Pretoria (South Africa), Tunis (Tunisia) and Tamanrasset (Algeria). "

15. The World Radiation Centre publishes daily and monthly values of global solar
radiation (direct + diffuse radiation) and monthly totals of sunshine duration.
These are the only routinely exchanged and internationally published figures of
this kind, and they are available only from the stations mentioned above. Data
not available from the WMO publication must be obtained from scientific libraries
the appropriate national weather services or other organizations making War radia
tion measurements or keeping them in their archives.

16. Global solar radiation is measured by means of pyranometers. All available
measurements are for horizontal surfaces whereas from the point of view of solar '
energy engineering, radiation on inclined surfaces is of greater interest. As a '
matter of fact, all available data indicate less energy than could actually be
captured on a surface which is inclined in a Routhly direction at latitudes north
of the equator or a riorthly direction at latitudes south of the equator.

duration measurements are even less satisfactory because no
between measurements made when the sun is shining at its maximum

and those-made when "therisW is just visible through a cloud-cover.

18. Tnus, it must be acknowledged that currently available radiation data are to
a large, extent inadequate for the implementation of a practical solar energy develop
ment programme. ^ ^-^k-

19. Most of the stations, which were at best convenient for strictly meteorological
purposes, are not equipped to meet the data needs associated with solar energy

engineering work. The installation of an extensive collection network, whole "primary
task is to provide data on inclined surfaces, has become an urgent need. " ■

iLew_research in comprehensive data .collection-with a vie* to-solar energy appliednr.«

tW ^fnLrfaU^ meaGu^ment^^^^^ ^rfa^es~a^'of general interest because
flat EL^f* th?.??e?atlon of «*•*•■»■ employing' thermal heat collectors of the
di^+w% those utilizing photovoltaic converters, which generate electricity
directly from radiation m a one-step process. Universities and private ccspanies

woul/L H^ " +rre^Ch t0 d6Vel0P ^ dem-s^ate new measuring devicesS
Zl. t T^ ^the W™0"***™ currently in use and, unlike pyranometers,
Zltr^ T °n in? ined surfaces- So far ^ use of solar cells instead J'the
thermocouple generally employed in pyranometers as a measuring device has yielded
encouraging new results. Experiments carried out at the Instftut dephy^T
afiteoroloffique at the University of Dakar showed that devic^Te^pTeying sola^ cells

T?! Standard P^meters in
and in cloudy weather.
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21. CATEL of Abidjan is now currently making tieasurttents in several African Countries
on inclined surfaces using solar cells as a sensing device. The project was initiated
on private initiative because there was not enough data available for dimensioning the
new devices which were to have been installed. Stations continuously providing data
fcr several years in accordance with this principle are in operation in the following
countries: &

The Ivory Coast 9 stations . ,

Zaire 13 stations

Gabon ■ 2 stations

Togo . 1 station ' '.

Nigeria 1 station

The Congo i ■ 1 station : ■ _ ",

22. This measure is expected to open the way to the establishment of .the extensive
t data collection network needed if solar energy is to be utilized,

III. EXISTING INSTITUTIONS AND RESEARCH LABORATORIES

23* In general interest in solar energy conversion originated at universities ■ and

even now, most of the activities in the solar energy field are based at scientific

institutions. Among the pioneering laboratories in this field was the Solar Energy
Laboratory of Bamako first headed by Professor Moumouni, now the director of the

ONERSOL Laboratory in Niamey. Founded in 1964, the Solar Energy Laboratory of

Bamako developed various facilities such as cookers and other concentrating devices,
stills, water heaters and dryers. During the 1960s outstanding work was also

performed by Professor Masson at the Institut de physicrue meteorologique in Dakar.*
Professor MasBon developed a solar water pump adapted to the climate and needs of

African countries. Later on, his developments were applied extensively, mainly in
an attempt to ov^rcoue the water problem of the Sahelian countries,

24- The following research institutes are among those actively engaged in.the
harnessing of solar energy:

Senegal:

Dakar (University of Dakar) (focus on solar water pumps)

(i) InB'titut de physicrue meteorologique . -..'■-.

(ii) Institut universitaire de technologie (IUT)

(iii) Faculty of Sciences ■ •

Thies (windmills) . .

Ecole polythecfcnique). ' ■

Mali (Bamako) (heat collection) '

Solar Energy Laboratory .

r
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Upper Volta (Ouagadougou) (water pumps and other applications)

Inter-State Engineering School (T^IER) specializing in rural equipment

Niger (Niamey) (heat collection and water pumps)

Office for Solar Energy (ONSRSOL) ■

The Sudan (Khartoum) (heat collection and water pumps)

Sola:'." Energy Laboratory

25. Other countries are also active or intend to become active in the field of solar

energy in the near future. These countries include Algeria (Universities of

Constantine and Oran, National Centre for the Arid Zones at Beni-Abbes, etc),

Zaire;(preparations being made by the office of the President of the Republic), Ghana
(University of Science and Technology at Kumasi) and Malawi (University of Zomba).

IV. REVIEW OF ADVANCED SOLAR ENERGY ACTIVITIES AND RECENT PROJECTS

Water heaters

26- - At present solar v/ater heaters are being developed, manufactured and marketed

in various African countries. Their normal capacity is 200, 400» 600 and 1,000 litres

and they are used in households ,. hospitals r. hotels scdvothx^c_;.:ins.ti.t.irbions.. At

.present "they are priced at about $400 cr more, depending on their quality. Most

manufacturers produce solar water heaters in small quantities, only a few achieve a

rate of several hundred per year. Solar water heaters are produced in the following

countries either as part of their research effort or on a commercial basis: Senegal

(institut de physique meteorolo&ique), Mali (Solar Energy Laboratory), the Sudan

and Kenya.

Solar stills

27- The production of fresh water from brackish, saline or polluted water is of great

concern to virtually all countries. Distilled v/ater from solar stills may even have

an immediate economic impact in some countries where most of the distilled water

needed for" batteries, for instance'; is imported. . Mali,for example, actually had to

import 264 tonnes of distilled water in 1972. In an average African climate a solar

still is capable of producing 3 litres of fresh water per day on every square meter

of surface.

28. Solar stills are now being produced in very small quantities. To our knowledge

no laboratory produces more than 20 to 30 per year. However, because of the great

convenience offered by solar stills the market is expected to expand rapidly. The

Sudan is making plans in this direction, and other countries, such as Senegal

(institut de physique meteorologiqueVt Mali and Niger are now involved in research

on and production of solar stills.
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Dryers

29. As a result of the limited availability of refrigeration equipment in most

countries, perishable food must be conserved by drying. This is true of fish -

an important export article of some countries - fruits, such as mangoes, and meat.

As drying in the direct sun, where food is exposed to insects and other health

hazards,no longer meets international standards of hygiene, special devices have

been designed by African scientists which use the sun Lore efficiently than the*

method of exposing material in the open air. Production of or experimentation on

solar dryers is in progress in several countries, such as Senegal (institut de

physique meteorologicme and IUT), Mali and Niger.

Cookers

30. In some parts of Africa,, such as the Sudano-Sahelian zone, the ecosystem has

just in: recent years been sharply modified by the excessive collecting of wood for

fuel. In such areas oil products are scarce, and for a large proportion of the

population, wood is the only convenient fuel, especially for cooking. One of the

first goals of African solar energy scientists has always been to harness the sun

for the cooking needs of people.

31. Cookers employing concentrating mirrors have been developed in Mali and Niger.

By using mirror I.50 metres in diameter it is possible to cook 3 kilogrammes of rice

in about one hour at-noon time. However, it has so-far been impocsible to put these

devices into common use because they have not yet been accepted by the public. Existing

systems would have to be adjusted frequently by the housewife, and they cannot be

used in bad weather or in the evening.

Cooling devices ■

32. Cooling and air conditioning are very desirable in hot African climates. It

must be noted, however, that the development of solar cooling devices is still at an

early stage because they are technically more complicated than heating devices.

The use of solar energy for cooling purposes is closely associated with the use of

"high temperature" heat, for which more sophisticated absorbers (selective surfaaes)
or concentrating systems, such as mirrors or lenses, whose development requires

a long-term effort. In the conventional absorption oooling systems, the minimum

temperature input of the cooling fluid is about 100° centigrade. To our knowledge,

no solar-powered absorption cooling system is at present in operation in Africa. A

further effort is needed to demonstrate the advantages offered by this cooling

method.

33. An alternative conventional cooling method employs a compressor unit which may

be indirectly powered from solar radiation by first converting the solar radiation

or heat into mechanical or electrical energy. Mechanical energy can be generated

from solar heat through a thermodynamic cycle, for instance an internal combustion

engine or a turbine. Solar electricity may be produced'in the same way or directly

from solar radiation by means of photovoltaic solar cells.

34. A small refrigerator was recently installed in Koupela, Upper Volta. This is

a compressor unit powered from solar energy through a piston engine.
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Water pumps . .

35. As mentioned before, a very reliable solar water pump was developed in Dakar .
about 10 years ago. This, design has since been industrialized and marketed by the
Sofretes company of Montargis,.Prance. Many of these solar water pumps have been
installed in Africa with the help of local governments and institutions. Local
industry was involved wherever possible and working under subcontracts, took on
up to 50 per cent of the manufacturing and installation. These water pumps are
used in villages, hospitals, dispensaries and schools.

36- A standard solar pump has a collector area of 80 square metres and pumps about
6 cubic metres per hour to a height of 20 metres. It is in operation 5 hours a day
on an average . The price per unit was about $40,000 in 1975; this is rapidly

decreasing as the motor block is now.being manufactured on a large scale.

37- A list of pumps installed orboing installed is given below:

Senegali Dakar, Institut de physique meteorologique (l),

ITU (1), Niakhene (l), Meouane (l), Medina Dakhar (1),
-Kanel (1), 1 pump for testing purposes;

Upper Voltar Ouagadougou, EIER (2), Koupela (l), Djibo (l);

Mauritania: Chinguetti (l); . . .

Niger: Bossey-Bangou, ONERSOL (l); ■ . ■ ... .

Mali: Dioila (l), Katibougou (1);

The United Republic of Cameroon: Makary (l); '

Chad: Ati (l),-N'gouri (l), Karal (l);

The Sudan: Khartoum, Solar Energy Laboratory (l),

Agricultural Institute (l);

Kenya: Wajir (1).;

Madagascar: 1 pump;

Cape Verde Islands: ■. 1 Pump.

Windmills . .

38. The wind power resources on the African continent are much more limited than
the solar energy resources. At latiiudos. cl-ose to thenequator, they~are. nil.

39. In the past, attempts, were made to build.windmills from locally available
materials, such as woodf but most of these experiments were unsuccessful because
of lack of permanency and reliability. Windmills either have been or are still being
used in the following countries: Senegal (Thies), Mauritania (Chinguetti), Mali (in
the northern part of the country), Upper Volta (EIER) and Niger.
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Rural electrification

40. As mentioned above solar radiation may be converted into electricity in two basic ■

ways: (i) by a thermodynamic conversion process in which a solar heat collector,

a turbine or a piston engine and an alternator are used;(ii) through the use of

photovoltaic cells'as they are currently employed on spacecraft. .These solar cells

convert solar radiation directly into electricity by a purely electronic.process in -

which no heat is involved. ■ *^

41. To date, no operation systemusing thermodynamic solar energy converters has »

been installed in Africa. Some 30-l^wunits employing a turbine associated with

conventional flatplate solar collectors have recently been developed by the Sofretes

company and it can be expected that units of this type will be installed in Africa in

years to come.' More sophisticated generators employing concentration devices instead

of flat plate collectors are not yet available but are subject to a substantial research

and development effort in many countries, most of them outside Africa. Where Africa

is concerned, the considerable work done in this field by Professor Moumouni at ONERSOL

in Niger must be emphasized.

42. The mirror types which are most-studied-today-are-the-parabolic troughs and-'the

faceted flat mirrors which focus light into a central absorber. They offer the

advantage of a higher energy conversion efficiency which, following Carnot's law,

increases as higher temperatures in the absorber are achieved following concentration.

43. Solar electricity of the tehrmodynamic type is at present still a research item,

and a number of years are needed to achieve practical implementation. The situation

is slightly different where the production of electricity from solar cells is concerned.

The practice of using solar cells to meet terrestrial needs has" recently spread greatly,

and as a result prices have been cut sharply so that solar cells are becoming competitive

with most of the conventional electricity generators, especially non-rechargeable

batteries (Zn-Air; etc.) and small fuel-fired generators. . .

44. The production of solar cells is now increasing spectacularly. Because solar

cells can be dimensioned to meet every power need without any restriction, they may

be used for generators on any scale.

45. Many installations in.Africa already use solar cells. In Niger, ahout 20 TV receivers

for educational purposes are powered by solar cells. These sets are currently in
operation in rural schools. In Senegal, a water pump employing solar cells is being-

mounted at the University of Dakar. In the Ivory Coast, three TV receivers run by
solar cells are in operation on an experimental basis. In Gabon, four TV receivers ■

are being installed for community use. In Zaire, 10 TV receivers powered by solar cells
are in operation. In 1975 a TV transmission network employing solar cells-was also
installed in Zaire. This station which is at Mbanza^Jgunga receives programmes from

Kinshasa and transmits them to the station at N'kela. From N'kela they are re

transmitted to the station at Kongo, which serves a whole area. All these stations

and transmitters are powered exclusively by solar cells.

46. In many other countries, new solar-cell systems are being installed or planned.
Because they are extremely convenient, solar cells will be increasingly used in .
connexion with household water pumps; irrigation and other agricultural activities; .
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refrigeration; electric lighting; radio and TV transmission and reception; emergency

and other communications; air, sea and traffic control; border control; survaillance
units on pipeliner;' recharging of batteries and other functions.

V. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK ■ .

47. In all African countries the promotion of solar energy utilization and the
development of new type's of converters should be-given a high priority. Wherever ■
possible action should be taken on a regional basis. In this connexion the following
measures should be taken into consideration:

(a) Establishment of an African radiation measuring network adopted to the new
needs of work in the field of solar energy engineering. It seems appropriate to

create a central African institute to co-ordinate activities in the measurement of

radiation by preparing a comprehensive measuring programme for approval by the
African nations and by overseeing its implementation and publishing the resultB
obtained. This central institution could be set-up with the help of ECA, WMO,
UNESCO and UNDP.

The measuring network should have at its disposal a large number of devices for
measuring global radiation on inclined surfaces. The largest number of stations

should be established in areas where the degree of radiation varies widely, as it
does in the mountains and near the coast.

A limited number (one per country eventually) of more sophisticated measuring
stations should be added to the primitive network. These stations, which would be

equipped.vithpyrheliometers for measuring direct and diffuse sun radiation, spectral
distribution and albedo measuring devices and other instruments, would provide the
information needed by those systems employing focusing surfaces.

(b) Promotion of available solar energy systems as mentioned above. Steps
should be taken to install a number of systems in all areas of interest in order to
demonstrate the viability of the new devices, familiarize potential users with them
and conduct economic analyses to establish cost effectiveness.

(c) Promotion of local industries in the fields of construction, metal work,
the manufacture of glass, mechanics and electrical engineering. Impetus should be
given to efforts aimed at the transfer of technology from abroad and large-scale
production. The technology needed for the utilization of solar heat is already

available in many African countries. The next step is to pay particular attention

to the local assembling and production of meohanical engines and generators employing
solar cells. It is hoped that arrangements can be made immediately for the transfer
of the technology needed for assembling the basic components of solar motors and solar
cells in Africa.

(d) Promotion of domestic research and development work at universities and
specialized solar energy laboratories or institutes. More emphasis must be laid on

promising systems in the field of solar electricity. International co-operation,
within the framework of UNESCO and other bodies, would be of help in accelerating
progress in research and in educating the African population in the field of solar
energy and its use.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS - . ■ ■ -

48. Solar energy is gradually "becoming an economic issue which must be.given serious

consideration in contemplating future development programmes in the African countries, j

especially where all matters related to the valorization of the vast rural regions ]\
and the progress of their population are concerned. if ■

49. Solar energy offers new opportunities, and it would be worth making a considerable V

effort to develop its utilization on a large scale.

506 Comprehensive programmes should be set up now on a national and regional basis

with the help of ECA, UNESCO and other United Nations bodies.

-V




